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12880 – Bead saver system
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Features: Benefits:

Beaver tail bar
The beaver Tail Bar is used for removing 
the second bead on tyre sizes larger than 
315/80R22.5. 

Lever bar

Change tubeless truck tyres quickly without 
bead damage. Designed to protect beads 
and reduce truck downtime. Complete Set 
mounts and demounts every tyre from17.5” 
to 24.5” including all wide base sizes. 

Bead keeper

A bead breaker is a tool used for assisting in 
the mounting process. Bead keepers simply 
locks onto the flange of the wheel and holds 
the tyre bead in place to eliminate standing 
on the tyre and/or chasing the bead around 
the wheel.

Clevis
Change tubeless truck tyres quickly without 
bead damage. Designed to protect beads 
and reduce truck downtime

Bead breaker chisel / wedge Assisting tool to break the bead
Fitting plate (on/off plate) Assisting fitting and stripping of tyre

Carry case All small items can be carried effortlessly 
inside the bag

Training available
Technicians can be professionally trained to 
use the tyre changer and get the maximum 
benefit from it.

1 year warranty The machine will be repaired if there are any 
factory faults. 

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not 
have to wait for your machine to be repaired. 
If there is anything we don’t have, we fly it in 
directly from the Suppliers. 

Operational videos
Technicians can learn how to operate the 
machine by watching a video, which is easier 
and more simple than written instructions. 

Model: 12880

Product:  Bead saver system

Description:  The patented design of Gaither’s Bead Saver System quickly became the 
industry standard for changing tubeless truck tyres. By using simple principals of leverage, 
the Bead Saver System actually works with the tyre and rim to do the work for you, in less 
time, with less strain, at a fraction of the cost of tyre changing machines. The Bead Saver 
System mounts and dismounts all tubeless truck tyres from 17.5” up to 24.5” and all super 
singles. It’s the safest, fastest, and easiest way ever invented to change tubeless truck tyres – 
guaranteed not to damage tyre beads.
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